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Brand Safety
Manifesto
Trust is the fabric of enduring
and successful relationships.
Without trust, we don’t excel.
Which is why at SpotX we put your
trust above all else. When we say
we’re committed to brand safety,
this isn’t a shallow promise, it is a
dedicated pursuit of excellence.
We do not accept that there is
a place in our industry for fraud
and veiled practices — we reject
the notion that transparency
should be considered a ‘value add’
or that fraud is just the cost of
doing business. We are committed
to communicating and operating
openly, honestly — and with
the ability for our trading partners
to be successful at the forefront
of all that we do.
For this reason, we are
committed to providing an open
and honest trading environment for
media owners and advertisers alike.
An infrastructure that is powered
by technology, but fueled
by integrity.
At SpotX, brand safety is our
number one priority.



Welcome to the first issue of the
SpotX Guardian, a quarterly newsletter
focused on brand safety and dedicated
to providing guidance, tips, and direct
feedback on how to ensure that your ad
spend is being spent the way you intend.
Ad tech is fast paced, always in flux,
and constantly moving forward;
with that comes a barrage of new
buzzwords and acronyms. Regardless
of how ad tech evolves, one topic that
will always be a permanent fixture is
ad quality— brand safety, fraud,
viewability, transparency, and anything
else that correlates with how, or if,
a brand message is delivered to its
intended audience.
SpotX has always considered ad quality
to be foundational and we are a firm
believer in removing bad actors from
the ecosystem. At our core, SpotX is
committed to making sure that ad
dollars are flowing into and through
legitimate channels and not into the
pockets of fraudsters.
Each quarter, we’ll focus on the key
themes that make brand safety such a
critical component of doing business
in the era of ad tech. We welcome
your input and invite you to share your
opinions, questions, and experiences
with us anytime.
Sincerely,

Nick Frizzell
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Keeping It Clean

How SpotX works
with the IAB Tech
Lab to improve
inventory quality
As a participating member of the IAB
Tech Lab, SpotX has collaborated with
industry leaders to develop solutions to
help buyers understand traffic quality.
These programs don’t completetly prevent
bad actors from making their way into the
programmatic ecosystem — however, when
used and implemented properly, they make
it significantly harder for offenders
to flourish.
Here are three programs created by the
IAB Tech Lab that are having, or are
expected to have, a significant impact
across the industry:
App-ads.txt: An extension of ads.txt, appads.txt is intended to protect media owners
who develop applications for both mobile as
well as CTV/OTT — allowing them to publicly
list who is authorized to sell their ads on
their applications. SpotX encourages media
owners to implement files and buyers to only
purchase what’s listed in app-ads.txt files.
More about this program can be found h
 ere.
Today, SpotX has a crawler looking for both
app-ads.txt files and ads.txt files, allowing
only authorized listings to transact.
Sellers.json: From a buyer’s perspective, many
times it’s hard to tell who is the actual entity
selling an impression programmatically.
As an example, it can be unclear if you buy
premiumsite.com directly from Premium Site,
an arbitrage network, or anything in between.
Sellers.json solves this issue and by
leveraging it buyers have transparency into
what business entity is selling an impression.
At the time of writing, the initiative is in
the closing stages of development. The full
spec can be found h
ere. Once released,
we encourage you to utilize Sellers.json to
understand who you’re truly buying inventory
from and ensure you’re only buying directly,
or via a trusted source. When you look at
site/app level reporting, ensure the selling
platform and the publisher ID on the selling
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platform is listed as this will allow you to find
out who is selling the sites/apps. SpotX is in
full support of this initiative and plans on
publishing a Sellers.json file in Q3, 2019.
SupplyChain: Simply stated, this program
is intended to follow the payment trail
for any given programmatic transaction.
The goal of SupplyChain is to list every
business entity being paid for a given
ad impression. When leveraged properly,
buyers can look at this information to block
intermediaries that they do not wish to do
business with, identify any companies that
do not add value, and ensure their media
dollars are only flowing to companies they
know and trust. At the time of writing, the
SupplyChain initiative is currently in the
closing stages of development. The full
spec can be found here
. SpotX is 100%
supportive of this initiative and will be rolling
out support in the coming weeks.
Once released, buyers should ensure they
have visibility into this information and can
block anyone they’d want within the chain.
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Ask an Expert

Brand Safety
Manifesto
Trust is the fabric of enduring and
successful relationships.
Without trust, we don’t excel.
Which is why at SpotX we put your
trust above all else. When we say
we’re committed to brand safety,
this isn’t a shallow promise, it is a
dedicated pursuit of excellence.

Ask an Expert

We do not accept that there is a
place in our industry for fraud and
veiled practice — we reject the
notion that transparency should
be considered a ‘value add’ or
that fraud is just the cost of doing
business. We are committed to
communicating and operating
openly, honestly — and with the
ability for our trading partners to
be successful at the forefront of all
that we do.
For this reason, we are committed
to providing an open and honest
trading environment for media
owners and advertisers alike. An
infrastructure that is powered by
technology, but fueled by integrity.
At SpotX, brand safety is our
number one priority.

SpotX has a team of dedicated brand
safety experts who really know their stuff.
Each issue we’ll pick their brains to get
answers on burning questions from the
market — starting with Nick Frizzell, our VP
of Brand Safety, who will discuss the current
state of the CTV/OTT environment.
Q: What’s the biggest threat to the
industry today?
It’s really tough for me to just pick out
one thing as there are so many important
issues and discussions going on today
around things like privacy, transparency,
supply path optimization, etc. But, if I
had to choose one thing it’s traffic quality
within app environments, particularly
on television screens. I think there is a
perception that because CTV/OTT is
delivered to a big screen that it’s inherently
premium content, free of fraud, excluded
from any brand safety concerns, and rid of
bad actors. In my opinion, this couldn’t be
further from the truth. Today, CTV/OTT is
the perfect breeding ground for bad actors
to siphon ad dollars away from legitimate
media owners.
Q: Why is that?
The simplest answer is that bad actors
always follow where the money is going.
CTV/OTT is growing like crazy (and for
good reason). However, there are also some
challenges and growing pains that come
with new environments.
From an ad verification perspective, vendors
are still working on complete solutions,
and programs like app-ads.txt have not
yet gained critical mass. This is the perfect
combination if you’re a criminal. What we’ve
seen is that the same bad actors thriving
2-3 years ago (pre ads.txt) are still in
business today. Most switched their business
models from being web specific to being
focused on CTV/OTT.
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This is why, at SpotX, we only work with
known and reputable app developers or
device manufacturers directly. As there is
a certain level of trust required to operate
cleanly in programmatic environments,
cutting out any resold inventory and
avoiding long-tier apps helps to safeguard
against bad actors. Furthermore, we have
a team of people actively monitoring CTV/
OTT transactions to ensure an extra layer of
human protection.
Q: Can you give examples of what these bad
actors are doing?
Sure, here are just a few ways bad actors are
stealing ad dollars right now in CTV/OTT.

Q: Which solutions will help cut off these
bad actors?
Once fully adopted, programs like a
 pp-ads.
txt, sellers.jsonand SupplyChain will give
insights into where and how often some of
this is happening. Until then, we encourage
buyers to ask questions on who is selling
CTV/OTT impressions and conduct a sniff
test of your own. Always trust your gut, if
it seems too good to be true, it most likely
is, and your media dollars are being wasted.
Over the coming months, I expect most
verification services to roll out tools that
can provide insights into where this activity
may be occurring.

Developing low-quality apps and getting
them listed in app stores.Once listed, they
can automate and manufacture traffic in
similar ways that we’re accustomed to on
desktop/mobile web.
Stealing content.Many low-quality app
developers steal content that they do not
own monetization rights to. They will throw
this in an app and monetize it without
the content producer getting a dime of the
ad revenue.
Arbitrage. Companies that add no value
to the ecosystem and simply buy traffic
for one price, mark it up, and sell it for a
margin exist in CTV/OTT and are growing
in number. Many of them are developing
their own apps — we suspect this is an effort
to get sell side seats on ad platforms and
then use these platforms to transact
arbitraged inventory. It’s a double-edged
sword for buyers and provides twice the
revenue opportunity for arbitrage specialists.

Have a question that you’d like the
SpotX Brand Safety Team to address
in our next issue?

Masking. 
It’s very easy to manipulate
programmatic traffic to make it look like
something better than it actually is.
Masking the app, device, or other attributes
about the device is very common (i.e. saying
the impression opportunity is on a premium
CTV app when it’s actually on something of
much lower value).
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In our first vendor spotlight, we’d like to
highlight enhancements SpotX is working
on with Oracle’s MOAT.
As the first viewability verification vendor
accredited by the Media Rating Council
(MRC), MOAT is a trusted partner for
millions of advertisers and publishers in the
digital ecosystem, providing valuable brand
safety and performance reporting such
as invalid traffic, viewability, and various
engagement metrics.

Vendor
Spotlight

By leveraging our partnership with MOAT,
SpotX will be one of the first advertising
platforms to measure and report on a varied
set of attention, viewability, and invalid
traffic metrics across CTV/OTT devices.
These enhancements are scheduled to be
fully supported in Q3, 2019.
Our partnership with MOAT began in 2015,
and just as we have done with desktop
and mobile web, SpotX will leverage CTV/
OTT verification from MOAT across all
impressions to provide transparency and
insights to optimize media spend
for advertisers.
Devices that MOAT can measure
today include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Android TV
Apple TV
Chromecast
FireTV
LGTV
PlayStation
Roku
Samsung TV
Tivo
Xbox
YouView

Our next newsletter will feature our
partnership with 
DoubleVerifyand the
work we've completed over the last 20
months to identify and block invalid traffic
on CTV/OTT.
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Fraud is deceptive by nature, so it’s no
surprise that despite recent levels of fraud
indicating a decline, there is a growing
acknowledgement that it has become harder
to detect as it shifts into the emerging highly
fragmented world of connected television.
We’ll be focusing on the latest study
conducted by the Association of National
Advertisers and White Ops Inc. The study
can be downloaded here.
In summary, the research found that for the
first time ever, ad fraud rates are decreasing
across traditional online channels. Great news!
However, the study also uncovers the reality
of how measuring fraudulent activity in new
environments, especially connected TV,
is particularly challenging.

Is Ad Fraud
declining, or just
getting harder
to detect?

•

For the first time, more fraud will be
stopped over the course of the year
than will succeed. However, this report
projects that $5.8BB will still be wasted
on fraudulent practices in 2019.

•

Fraudulent activity accounts for
20 to 35 percent of all attempted
transactions but the fraud that
occurs and gets paid for is now
much smaller.

•

It’s still too hard to know what
you’re buying — especially on
up and coming platforms.

We are confident that some of the industry
initiatives and efforts made by brand safety
advocates, such as ads.txt, have made it
significantly harder for bad actors to game
the programmatic ecosystem by proactively
weeding out any invalid traffic before a
transaction even takes place.
At the same time, we know some of those
bad actors have shifted to environments that
are less measurable and where safeguards
are either less reliable or not fully adopted.
Some of the initiatives we talked about
earlier in this issue ( see pg 5)will help solve
these problems, including app-ads.txt,
sellers.json and SupplyChain.
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See What’s On Our Do Not Buy List
At SpotX, we actively compile two brand safety lists: the first consists of companies where
we’ve witnessed quality issues, and the second is made up of sites/apps that we’ve decided
to block. Because of our commitment to transparency, we publicly share this with all of
our customers.
Here’s how we recommend utilizing the lists:
•

SpotX Disabled List:See if you’re buying from these entities on any other platforms.
If you are, do a little digging and see if you believe they’re adding value to your
media strategy.

•

SpotX Blacklist:Cross reference this with delivery reports. If you’re buying anything
today from a site/app on this list — please let us know. We’d be happy to give you
thoughts on why it’s landed on our blacklist and why we suggest you no longer buy it.

Want to see the lists?
Just ask. Email blacklist@spotx.tv

The SpotX Guardian
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App-ads.txt participation
We’re encouraging the OTT/CTV app stores
to first post the necessary information for
app-ads.txt within their stores and for
media owners to post app-ads.txt files
on their developer sites. We want to see
greater pressure put on the app stores to
support the app-ads.txt initiative, so buyers
know exactly where to look for app-ads.txt
files to ensure they’re only purchasing
authorized inventory.

What we’re
recommending
to buyers and
sellers.

The more we can educate and encourage
this as standard practice, the better it will
be for everyone. Less media dollars will
be wasted and more will go to legitimate
media owners.
Be selective. Know your source.
As far as fraud detection and prevention
goes in these environments, we encourage
buyers to be very selective of who they
work with and who they purchase traffic
from on CTV. At SpotX, we’re privy to the
tactics bad actors can sometimes use to
manufacturer traffic in the CTV landscape.
That’s why we’re very selective in which
media owners we work with in these
environments, by allowing only well-known,
credible app developers and device
manufacturers to transact on our platform.
By cutting out low-tier companies, arbitrage
players, or indirect sources, we are
significantly reducing the risk of invalid
traffic on these devices.
In addition to our selection criteria, we’re
pre filtering invalid traffic and auditing
traffic at the impression level with various
verification services.
Furthermore, and most importantly, we
have an
in-house brand safety team who
takes a common sense approach.
As a final step, we conduct manual checks
of inventory, look through log level data,
and conduct a series of sniff tests. As we
always say, if it seems too good to be true,
it probably is! When we see something too
good to be true at SpotX, we don’t allow
it to transact and we encourage you to do
the same.
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In each issue we’ll provide some best
practice recommendations like the ones
above and a Top Tipthat you can put into
action right away.
In this issue, we will quickly touch on a
simple question that should be put to
anyone you’re purchasing inventory from
who is not the media owner. This question
is simply “who is paid for the impression?”
We encourage you to look at delivery
reports by site/app and publisher ID to see
the amount of publisher IDs a given site/
app is being sold from.
To take it a step further, ask for the names of
those publisher IDs (we provide mapping
to all of our buy side clients and expect this
is the same for everyone).

Top Tip

If you’re buying high impression volumes
from an entity you’ve never heard of,
do some research on them to try and
understand who they are.
Common techniques we use are leveraging
tools such as LinkedIn to understand who
works at the company, how many employees
the company has, where the company is
located, when they started the business
and what their company site looks like.
If you’re finding companies with websites
that are very generic and it isn’t clear what
services they offer, it can be an immediate
red flag. Or, if you find you’re buying traffic
from a company that markets themselves
as a DSP, but isn’t a company name that
you recognize, it’s a red flag!
Furthermore, when you get this report, ask
yourself questions such as “does it make
sense that this app/site has this many
impressions?” or go to the site/app and see
if you can find any video content.
These are a few quick and easy things we
do as part of our onboarding processes —
and we encourage you to do the same.
Have specific questions or need guidance
on issues you’re trying to solve for?
Reach out toguardians@spotx.tvand
we’ll either cover it in an upcoming issue
or provide insights as best as we can.
We look forward to hearing from you!
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Become Brand Safety Certified
Hopefully, you’ve enjoyed reading along with us and have benefited from what we’ve shared
in this first issue of the SpotX Guardian. Look out for future issues in your inbox and in the
meantime please feel free to reach out to us with comments, questions, or suggestions.

Email guardians@spotx.tv
Interested in becoming brand safety certified? Take our course designed specifically for ad
tech professionals at www.spotx.tv/university.

Brand Safety for Today’s Digital Age
Having the proper brand safety strategy in place helps ensure that your brand’s ads appear
in relevant and appropriate environments. In this course, we’ll pull back the curtain on how
fraudsters operate to ensure you are running on trusted and transparent inventory.
Class 1:Common Brand Safety Concerns
Class 2: Industry Initiatives
Class 3:SpotX Brand Safety Efforts
Class 4: Brand Safety Best Practices

Works cited:
Online ad fraud is down - or at least it’s harder to detect, W
 all Street Journal,
(May 1, 2019) Bot Baseline Report, Fraud in Digital Advertising, White Ops (2018-2019)
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